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Abstract. We present a digital image processing heuristic for the removal of the twin-image in inline
digital holograms. Typically, the unwanted twin manifests itself as visible corruptive noise in the
reconstruction plane. We reconstruct the unwanted twin-image at its in-focus plane and suppress it by
first finding the boundary of the object, and then removing the optical energy within this boundary. In this
plane, the wanted twin-image optical energy is largely dispersed outside this boundary and so it is retained.
The heuristic’s effectiveness is demonstrated using a digital hologram of a real-world object.

1. Introduction
Since the invention of holography by Gabor [1] in 1948, the removal of the unwanted twin-image
has remained a persistent area of research. The results of Gabor’s original in-line experiment were
marred by the presence of this out of focus twin-image and the so called zero-order intensity terms.
While some early attempts at removing these unwanted noise terms were successful [2] the additional
experimental processing involved was laborious and time consuming. Following the invention of the
laser an innovative approach to separate the wanted image from the unwanted terms was invented [3].
This entailed the use of an off-axis reference beam at some angle to the incident object wavefield. The
new architecture proved to be a resounding success but notably increased the need for recording materials
with higher resolution capacities.
Despite the obvious advantages of the off-axis method there remain a number of holographic
applications for which it is either undesirable or is without implementation. The original in-line
architecture remains the mode of choice in many cases such as electron holography, x-ray holography
and gamma ray holography [4] due to the lack of physical elements, e.g. an x-ray lens. In the case
of optical digital holography [6, 5, 7, 4, 8, 9] the off-axis method has been successfully proposed and
investigated [5]. However, the inherent high resolution requirements of the off-axis technique impose
a severe demand on the relatively low resolution of current digital cameras. The resulting restrictions
include the placement of macroscopic objects at large distances from the camera and the permission
of a very limited range of reconstruction angles (approximately 1-2 degrees for an acceptable image
resolution). These parameters can be improved upon by an integer factor if an in-line set-up is used but
this introduces the unwanted noise terms.
Removal of the twin-image in digital holography, optical or otherwise, can be broken down into
at least five main groups; (i) Off-axis techniques [3, 5], (ii) Phase shifting interferomtery (PSI) [6],
(iii) Linear filtering [7] (iv) Phase retrieval methods [4] and (v) filtering of the complex wavefront in
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Figure 1. Twin-image removal process stages: 1) propagate to the twinimage plane, 2) segment twin-image
and 3) propagate to the hologram
plane.
reconstruction planes [8, 9]. Phase-shifting requires multiple captures with different phase shifts of the
reference beam and is therefore not ideal for single capture applications. Linear filtering can work with a
single capture but it is generally limited to real objects and is often not as successful as (i) and (ii). Phase
retrieval can also work with a single capture but generally requires an intensive iterative computational
process, the convergence of which is not always guaranteed. The method outlined in this paper falls
into category (v). It requires only a single capture and no additional experimental processing. It can be
performed rapidly and shows results comparable with the best of the other methods.
In [10, 9] the first instance of filtering the complex wavefront in the reconstruction planes of digital
holograms appeared in the literature. This involved cutting out the wanted digitally reconstructed image
from its surrounding pixels. However this area still contained considerable noise from the unwanted
twin-image. In [5] spatial filtering was applied to an off-axis digital hologram. In [10, 8] a novel method
of filtering the complex wavefront in the reconstruction domain was proposed and it is this method that
we build upon in this paper. It was shown that by cutting out the reconstructed focused unwanted twin
and returning to the plane of the wanted image by numerical propagation one could free oneself of the
unwanted noise. The method was proposed only in the area particle holography and the removal of
the twin-images was a manual operation. In this paper we propose the use of a similar technique for
macroscopic objects and we make the significant addition of using automatic segmentation algorithms
to remove the unwanted macroscopic image. While this paper focuses on optical digital holography, we
note that it may be applied to any of the other holographic fields listed above.
2. Methodology
Several new approaches to the segmentation of holographic reconstructions into a compact representation
of the useful information held in these reconstructions have been developed [13, 15, 11, 14, 12]. These
approaches have used phase [11], intensity [13, 12] and complex information [14] as well as the estimated
depth [15] to segment a reconstruction into object(s) and background. They can be further refined into
approaches which segment using a single reconstruction [13, 11] or multiple independently focused
reconstructions [15, 14, 12]. Most of these methods have been developed for segmenting reconstructions
containing microscopic objects and plankton. The reconstructions of these near 2D biological organisms
are relatively free of speckle noise compared to reconstructions of macroscopic objects encoded in DHs.
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Figure 2. Numerical reconstructions of knight hologram, reconstruction of (a) unprocessed hologram,
(b) hologram after dc-term removal, (c) hologram after dc-term and twin-image removal, (d) centre of
unprocessed hologram, (e) centre of hologram after dc-term removal, (f) centre of hologram after dc-term
and twin-image removal and (g) segmentation mask.
In this paper we will use a modified version of the object segmentation algorithm [12] developed for
macroscopic objects, of which speckle is a fundamental characteristic.
We use the Fresnel approximation, the propagation transfer function, to numerically propagate our
digital holograms [16]. This is a lossless transform and ensures that the energy of the object signal is
preserved after propagation. Due to its use of the discrete Fourier transform with finite support and the
conservation of energy the object signal will be wrapped within the reconstruction window. We therefore
have to pad at the hologram plane sufficiently that the reconstruction window is larger than the spatial
extent of the object signal. This is evident from Fig. 1 where the original hologram data was 2048 × 2048
and is centered within the new 8196 × 8196 hologram plane.
3. Algorithm
Our algorithm requires three inputs: a dc-term suppressed hologram H TI (x, y) in which the dc or zero
order term has been removed by some means, the depth, d mm, of the focal plane of the twin-image, and
a block size n × n. Our algorithm can be described in three individual stages, and is displayed in Fig.1:
Stage 1: Propagate to the twin-image plane
The first stage requires us to numerically propagate our hologram to the focal plane of the unwanted
twin-image using our input hologram H TI (x, y) and the distance d mm. This reconstruction is stored in
RTI (x, y) and it’s intensity is used to calculate the segmentation mask.
Stage 2: Segment twin-image
To segment the twin-image we need to calculate a segmentation mask SMask(x, y). We use a
modified version of the segmentation approach developed for digital holograms containing macroscopic
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objects [12]. In this modified approach the segmentation mask is created through the thresholding of a
single variance map. The variance map is calculated by processing an in-focus reconstruction. We select
a block size of n × n and process the intensity of our in-focus reconstruction |RTI (x, y)|2 by calculating
variance on the overlapping blocks using:
1
V (k, l) = 2
n

k+⌈ n−1
2 ⌉

∑

l+⌈ n−1
2 ⌉

∑

n−1
x=k−⌊ n−1
2 ⌋ y=l−⌊ 2 ⌋

h
i2
|RTI (x, y)|2 − µ ,

(1)

where µ is the arithmetic mean of the current block of n × n pixels and where any indexes (x, y) that go
outside the extent of RTI (x, y) evaluate to 0. A location with high variance indicates the nearby presence
of an object. A threshold τ is chosen and V (k, l) is transformed as

SMask(k, l) = 1 , if V (k, l) < τ0, if V (k, l) ≥ τ,

(2)

where 1 denotes a background pixel and 0 denotes an object pixel. The binary image SMask is our
segmentation mask and we obtain the segmented twin-image by simulating an inverse aperture using
RS (x, y) = RTI (x, y) · SMask(x, y)

(3)

where · indicates pointwise product.
Stage 3: Propagate to the hologram plane
Once we have successfully segmented the twin-image we then propagate RS (x, y) to the hologram plane,
a distance of d mm. We now have a hologram, H(x, y), free of the twin-image.
4. Experiments
We verify our twin-image removal technique using a DH of a real-world object. The wires object was
positioned approximately 256 mm from the camera. Our CCD has 1280×960 pixels and we have padded
the hologram plane to 4096 × 4096 pixels. A reconstruction of the hologram before suppression of the
dc-term is shown in Fig. 2(a). We manually suppress the dc-term through applying a high pass filter to the
Fourier transformed hologram and inverse Fourier transforming the result[5, 17]. We selected a circular
aperture with a radius of 100 pixels for this hologram. The reconstruction after dc-term suppression is
shown in Fig. 2(b). Our second input was selected by qualitatively determining the depth of the in-focus
plane, we selected a depth of 256 mm. Our final input is the block size, 81×81. We display the calculated
segmentation mask in Fig. 2(g) and the output reconstruction after twin-image removal in Fig. 2(c). We
have zoomed in on the centre of these reconstructions and displayed the respective images in Fig. 2(d-f).
5. Conclusion
Due to the large hologram size we decided to use the simplified segementation mask creation process
outlined in this paper instead of the more exhaustive approach from Ref. [12]. For objects with a large
depth-of-focus it may be necessary to use the depth-independent segmentation approach from Ref. [12].
The accuracy of our approach is currently limited by the manual selection of a threshold in to create the
segmentation mask and the manual selection of the twin-image in-focus plane. We have demonstrated
the removal of the twin-image from a in-line digital hologram using only digital processing, removing
the need for the use of experimental processing, multiple captures or an off-axis experimental setup.
This process is computationally expensive and we intend to address through the implementation of our
algorithm on a graphics processing unit.
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